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- Phoenix doctors praise trauma team in Tucson 01/13/2011 Inside Tucson Business
  - View Clip
- The Effort to Save Gabrielle Giffords’ Life 01/13/2011 ABC News - Online
  - View Clip
- Was Political Rhetoric Fuel for Tucson Gunman? 01/13/2011 ABC News - Online
  - View Clip
- The Unsung Heroes of the Tucson Tragedy 01/13/2011 ABC News - Online
  - View Clip
- Tucson prepares memorial as victims count cost of heinous shootings Parents’ anguish as city grieves 01/13/2011 Advertiser (Australia)
- Giffords Opening Her Eye for the First Time Since Shooting. 01/13/2011 AllVoices
  - View Clip
- IT CAME MINUTES AFTER THE LAWMAKERS AND A DELEGATION WENT TO VISIT THE CONGRESSWOMAN AT THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON. 01/13/2011 American Morning - Cable News Network (CNN)
- JUST MINUTES AFTER HE LEFT THERE WAS ANOTHER DELEGATION OF LAWMAKERS THAT WENT IN TO VISIT THE CONGRESSWOMAN AT THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER THERE IN TUCSON WHEN SHE OPENED HER EYES. 01/13/2011 American Morning - Cable News Network (CNN)
- RIGHT NOW, WE’RE TAKING A LOOK AT THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON, ARIZONA, WHERE THE MEMORIAL HAS JUST CONTINUED TO GROW. 01/13/2011 American Morning - Cable News Network (CNN)
- 3 UMC workers fired for invading records 01/13/2011 Arizona Daily Star - Online
  - View Clip
- UMC press conference announces Giffords’ condition, family of Ronald Barber speaks 01/13/2011 Arizona Daily Wildcat
  - View Clip
- Thanks to Tucson hospital’s staff 01/13/2011 Arizona Republic - Online
  - View Clip
- Giffords’ Friends in Room When 01/13/2011 BaltimoreNews.net
  - View Clip
She Opened Eyes

- Obama leads Arizona memorial service (Reuters) 01/13/2011 bayoubuzz.com
- Obama visits wounded Congresswoman Giffords (Reuters) 01/13/2011 bayoubuzz.com
- Obama warns against ‘simple explanations’ 01/13/2011 Belleville Intelligencer
- Giffords showing more signs of improvement, doctor says 01/13/2011 Bulletin, The
- TOSS TO PAULSTILL TO COME THIS MORNING, SOME STAFFERS AT THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON, LEARNED A TOUGH LESSON, THEY WERE FIRED! 01/13/2011 CBS 5 Morning News - KPHO-TV
- IT'S 6:41, THERE IS ONLY SO MUCH DOCTORS WILL REVEAL TO US ABOUT THE TUCSON SHOOTINGS BECAUSE OF THE PATIENT CONFIDENTIALITY. 01/13/2011 CBS 5 Morning News - KPHO-TV
- "Gabby, Open Your Eyes"; Friends Recount Scene 01/13/2011 CBSNews.com
- University Medical Center in Tucson let four employees go for accessing confidential patient records. 01/13/2011 Channel 4 News AM - WJXT-TV
- Doctor: Giffords is 'holding her own' 01/13/2011 Chicago Sun-Times - Online
- Bullet's path, quick medical care and stroke of luck key to congresswoman’s survival, docs say 01/13/2011 Chicago Tribune - Online
- Hospital staff fired for snooping 01/13/2011 CNN.com
- Obama: 'The hopes of a nation are here tonight' 01/13/2011 CNN.com
- Congresswomen describe seeing Giffords open eye - AP Nation - Ledger-Enquirer.com
- AS WE SPEAK, SHE REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION IN THE INTENSIVE CARE UNIT AT THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON, FIGHTING FOR HER LIFE. 01/13/2011 C-SPAN
- Blaming me is blood libel, says Palin 01/13/2011 Daily Telegraph (UK)
- Giffords making ‘spontaneous' 01/13/2011 Denver Daily News - Online, The
movements,' doctor says

YOU KNOW, AS SOON AS AIR FORCE ONE LANDED IN TUCSON THE ALABAMAS CAME HERE TO THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER AND MET WITH THE SIX PEOPLE WHO ARE STILL RECOVERING FROM THE SHOOTING.

I'M TALKING ABOUT A LIVE MEMORIAL OUTSIDE OF THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON, ARIZONA.

IN THE MEANTIME, WE'VE BEEN TALKING ABOUT THE CONGRESSMAN GIFFORDS, LET'S GO TO TUCSON RIGHT NOW WHERE ALICIA ACUNA IS OUTSIDE THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER NEAR THAT MEMORIAL.

A TRAUMA SURGEON AT ARIZONA'S UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER SAYS IF ALL GOES WELL, GIFFORDS MAY BE OUT OF THE WOODS TOMORROW.

HE ALSO GAVE THE CROWD AN UPDATE ON THE CONDITION OF ARIZONA CONGRESSWOMAN GABRIELLE GIFFORDS.

Family apologises Gunman's parents sorry for 'heinous' act

3 GIFFORDS IS STILL LISTED IN CRITICAL CONDITION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA'S MEDICAL CENTER.

3 FIVE MORE PEOPLE REMAIN HOSPITALIZED AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON.

GIFFORDS REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION THIS MORNING AT TUCSON'S UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER, BUT DOCTORS SAY SHE IS DEFINITELY IMPROVING.

AZ hospital workers fired for records access in mass shooting
Giffords Opens Eyes. Like ‘Watching a Miracle,’ Friends Say

01/13/2011 HealthScout

Rep. Giffords Opens Eye

01/13/2011 KAAL-TV - Online

UMC fires 3 staffers for violating patient confidentiality

01/13/2011 KGUN-TV - Online

STARTLING NEWS TO BRING YOU THIS MORNING, WE'RE LEARNING THREE EMPLOYEES AT THE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON HAVE BEEN FIRED.

01/13/2011 KJCT News 8 This Morning - KJCT-TV

3 AND LET’S GO TO TUCSON RIGHT NOW, WHERE WE'RE LIVE FROM THE-growing MEMORIAL OUTSIDE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER JOINING US THIS MORNING IS CJ KARAMARGIN GABRIELLE GIFFORD’S COMMUNICATOR MANAGER. 3

01/13/2011 KMSB-TV

NATIONAL NEWS

01/13/2011 KOKH-TV - Online

cheers! BESIDES CONGRESSWOMAN GIFFORDS, FIVE OTHER VICTIMS REMAIN AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER.

01/13/2011 KOVR-TV

THE PRESIDENT FOR SLEIGH IMMEDIATELY HEADED TO UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IN TUCSON TO SEE THE CONGRESSWOMAN WHEN LANDING.

01/13/2011 KTLA News at 4:30 AM - KTLA-TV

Tucson Tragedy

01/13/2011 KTLA -TV - Online

Giffords continues remarkable progress after bullet to the brain

01/13/2011 KTVO-TV - Online

President Obama Meets Survivors Families, Trauma Staff at UMC

01/13/2011 KVOA-TV

Prescott boy, 6, celebrates birthday while recovering from horse-dragging incident

01/13/2011 Lancaster Online

Police Stopped Loughner’s Car on Day of Shooting

01/13/2011 Ledger - Online, The

Warning Signs Seen Day of Assassination Attempt

01/13/2011 Ledger - Online, The

Obama: Arizona Congresswoman Giffords opened eyes for first time

01/13/2011 Los Angeles Daily News - Online
Gabrielle Giffords showing more signs of improvement, doctor says

'I want America to be as good as she was': Obama's emotional tribute to youngest Arizona massacre victim as he calls for national unity

Husband of Tucson victim: Service was therapeutic for

Documents detail US shooting suspect's outbursts

Giffords makes small, purposeful movements

Devoted husband is a 'rock' of comfort & courage

Inside the Times

Suspect Ran a Red Light and Was Stopped by Police Hours Before Attack

JOINING US NOW FROM TUCSON'S UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER IS BILL HILEMAN, AND ALSO DANIEL HERNANDEZ.

Documents detail Ariz. suspect's college outbursts

Meanwhile, three employees at the University Medical Center in Arizona have been fired for accessing confidential medical records of victims in the shooting rampage.

Gunman's family issues apology for 'heinous' Arizona shooting

1/13/11 - 3 UMC workers fired for records access [The Arizona Daily Star, Tucson]

Docs: Rep. Giffords breathing on her own

Asian Stocks Advance as Commodity Producers Rally, HSBC Gains

Trader Pay Beating Brain Surgeons' Shows Gap Weathering Crisis

Brisbane Reels From Flood Damage as Deaths Mount
Infosys Profit, Forecast Lag Analysts’ Estimates; Shares Decline 01/13/2011 Philippines News.net View Clip

Tiffany and Co. raises its full-year earnings guidance on good sales 01/13/2011 Philippines News.net View Clip

Irish tourism had worst year in 2010 since 1998; Biggest overseas market - - Britain - - key to recovery 01/13/2011 Philippines News.net View Clip

Emerging Africa expected to see rise in investment says IMF 01/13/2011 Philippines News.net View Clip

2010 tied with 2005 as the warmest year on record 01/13/2011 Philippines News.net View Clip

Tucson prepares for services in wake of rampage 01/13/2011 philly.com View Clip

Prescott boy, 6, recovers from horse dragging 01/13/2011 Republic - Online, The View Clip

Congresswomen describe seeing Giffords open eye 01/13/2011 San Diego Union-Tribune - Online View Clip

From left to right, Joe Machado, Gretchen Lokey, and her son Aydrien Chavez-Lokey, 4, all of Tucson, Ariz., reflect at a makeshift memorial located in front of the University Medical Center, Monday, Jan. 10, 2011, in Tucson. The memorial has been set 01/13/2011 San Francisco Chronicle - Online View Clip

A woman prays at the memorial located in front of the University Medical Center, Monday, Jan. 10, 2011, in Tucson, Ariz. The memorial has been set up for Rep. Gabrielle Giffords, D-Ariz., who is in critical condition at the hospital, and other victim 01/13/2011 San Francisco Chronicle - Online View Clip

Many factors key to Giffords' survival, docs say 01/13/2011 San Jose Mercury News - Online View Clip

Police Stopped Loughners Car on Day of Shooting 01/13/2011 Sarasota Herald-Tribune - Online View Clip

Obama in Arizona for memorial service 01/13/2011 Sarnia Observer, The View Clip

Doctor says Rep. Giffords making small movements on her own 01/13/2011 Southeast Missourian - Online View Clip

Rep. Gifford responds to basic
commands. Doctors are encouraged.

» Drug gives new hope to cancer patients 01/13/2011 Sun, The (UK)

» Giffords moves arms, survival odds at '101%'

» President Obama mourns for Arizona shooting victims 01/13/2011 TIMES NOW - Online

» Shooting creates more concerns about safety for congressmen 01/13/2011 Times-Herald - Online, The

» A Tucson's Hospital Expelled Four Workers for Breaching Patient Privacy 01/13/2011 TopNews United States

» 'Open Your Eyes, Gabby' 01/13/2011 U.S. News & World Report - Online

» President Obama: Not a Time to Blame but a Time to Unite 01/13/2011 WBAY - Online

» Cong. Giffords Opens Eye While Gillibrand Was Holding Her Hand In Hospital Room 01/13/2011 WGY-AM

» GIFFORDS IS STILL LISTED IN CRITICAL CONDITION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA'S MEDICAL CENTER BUT DOCTORS SAY THERE'S NO DOUBT SHE WILL SURVIVE AFTER GETTING SHOT POINT BLANK IN THE HEAD. 01/13/2011 WINK News This Morning at 5 AM - WINK-TV

» Obama: Giffords Ppened Eyes For First Time 01/13/2011 WMAL-AM - Online

» Suspects hectic morning preceded Giffords shooting 01/13/2011 Worcester Telegram & Gazette - Online

» Suspects' hectic morning preceded Giffords shooting 01/13/2011 Worcester Telegram & Gazette - Online

» Congresswomen, including New York’s Gillibrand, describe seeing Giffords open eye 01/13/2011 WWMT-TV - Online

» Baghdad bombs kill 2 at start of Biden visit 01/13/2011 WXVT-TV

» The Miraculous Recovery of Gabrielle Giffords 01/13/2011 Yahoo! News